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Abstract 
 

Background: When a company tries to sell either products or services, it is important to 

consider the decision criteria on the purchasing side. Most often, there will be personal, 

emotional reasons that guide the purchaser’s preference in chosing suppliers, coexisting 

with the rational reasoning. Previous studies have shown that the emotional influence 

when it comes to decision making in purchasing is strongest in small businesses, however 

there is no information regarding what are the actual emotions experienced and in what 

context. 

 

Purpose: The purpose of the study is to find which basic emotions are most felt in 

different purchasing processes. 

 

Method: This research is based on a quantitative method where the information was 

gathered by sending out surveys to small businesses in Sweden. The respondents rated 

27 emotions on a five point Likert scale for each of the four researched processes: 

Adaptive planning in purchasing, Accessing external expertise for purchasing, 

Similarities in attitude with supplier in evaluation and Involvement in purchasing 

consortia.  

 

Conclusion: Two of the four hypotheses were supported, suggesting that the basic 

emotion of happiness positively relates to similarity in attitude between the small 

business and the supplier and the emotion of fear positively relates to accessing external 

expertise. A descriptive statistics were also created showing the most and least felt 

emotions in each of the four processes. 

 

Keywords:   Small Business, B2B, Emotion, Purchasing, Quantitative, 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter will give insight on why the chosen topic for this research is relevant. It 

highlights a gap in literature present in the purchasing process of small businesses and 

the purpose of this study. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Small businesses is one of the sub-groups of business-to-business (B2B) buyers (Culkin 

& Smith, 2000). These businesses have between 1-50 employees and together they have 

a market share that is vital for the economy (Rauyruen, Miller & Barret, 2007; Culkin 

& Smith, 2000). This sub-group is often referred to as a simple operating organization 

which does not act similarly as other bigger organizations and firms, by the term of 

their size and attitude in the business field (Ellegaard, 2006). Recognizing this, it is 

important to emphasize that small businesses could have complexity in their decision 

making process and purchasing as well (Culkin & Smith, 2000) that would need 

attention from academics. A study conducted by Byers & Slack (2001) came to the 

conclusion that these complexities might differ from the general understanding of 

business operations as personal desire and emotions are involved. Byers & Slack 

(2001), conducted a quantitative study about small businesses in the leisure industry 

with the purpose of understanding their strategic decision making. The study concluded 

that these small firms include their personal desires and emotions in purchasing. This 

is shown through the planning of their business and purchasing process which is 

adjusted to follow their personal needs and presents contentment of how the business 

is running. For example, decision making in small firms is adaptive by nature and the 

owners that have their hobby as their business makes the business’ objectives personal 

(Byers & Slack (2001).  

 

Recognizing the economic significance of small businesses has begun attracting 

attention from scholars, increasing in effort to try to discover these businesses’ core and 

presence (Rauyruen, et al, 2007; Culkin & Smith, 2000). Examples of research tackling 

purchasing in small businesses could be highlighted in the work of Pressey, Winklhofer 

& Tzokas (2009) as they examined the strategy of purchasing and supplier evaluation 
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of small businesses and Michael Quayle (2002), as he described the purchasing 

practises in small firms. 

 

However, literature tackling the position of small businesses as the buyer is still limited 

in the field of academia (Russell-Bennett, McColl-Kennedy & Coote, 2007; Morrissey 

& Pittaway, 2004; Ellegaard, 2006). Past research focused on scrutinizing small 

businesses was done with different perspectives, mainly focusing on their management 

processes and sales but not adequate amount of study focuses on them as the buyer 

(Ellegaard, 2006). Research on small businesses’ management and processes could 

already be traced back to 1982 with Churchill & Lewis’ (1982) article The Five Stages 

of Small Business Growth, in which the focus is describing growing concerns and 

patterns in a systematic way from registering the business all the way to maturity. Books 

with focus more on enterprenuers and leaning towards to small business management 

such as Zimmer, Scarborough & Wilson’s (2005) also explore the essentials of 

managing small businesses.  

 

When it comes to tackling the emotional part of small businesses, literature covering 

the topic gets even more scarce, resulting in a gap on which Ellegaard (2006) focused 

his research agenda, specifically small business purchasing. These emotions in a 

business context are defined in this study as affective bodily reactions that the 

purchasers’ experience when they encounter a relationship with other individuals or 

environment (Tähtinen & Blois, 2011; Gaudine & Thorne, 2011; Anderssen & Kumarl, 

2006; Kiely, 2007).  

 

The purchasing processes are more generalized across the business world, seeing 

purchasing as a task that is done similarly across the B2B community. Thus, 

inconsistencies about the facts arise when used generally across all kinds of businesses, 

especially small firms, considering that they are particularly dependent on external 

resources, like suppliers. The challenge lies in – in contrast with larger firms - the form 

of their varied method of purchasing with the incorporation of emotions (Ellegaard, 

2006; Pressey et al, 2009). This study mediates the importance of the topic, tackling 

emotions in a B2B purchasing process. According to Dan Hill, the author of the book 

called Emotionomic (2008), the lack of effort put into the study of emotions is due to 
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the fact that it is difficult to measure, thus leading to difficulties of managing it. This 

means that if the emotions could not be managed, then there is no reason for it to be 

tackled. This is why the knowledge gap occured and because of the limitation of studies 

within this topic, the validity and relevance of the available literatures examining small 

businesses is questioned (Ellegaard, 2006; Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004; Pressey et al, 

2009).  

 

The lack of literature is also reflected in a recent call for papers from the Journal of 

Business & Industrial Marketing, requesting research papers on the topic of emotions 

in Business-to-business (B2B) Marketing. In contrast to consumer-based researches, 

the role of emotion in B2B context is an understudied topic (Tähtine & Blois, 2011). 

One of the suggested topics is ‘’Emotions in the B2B purchasing decision making 

process’’- Special Issue: The Role of Emotions in B2B Marketing (2016), which we 

will be partly answering, focusing on small businesses within the B2B segment. 

Considering that small businesses are seen to be emotional when it comes to decision 

making and purchasing (Culkin & Smith, 2000; Ellegaard, 2006), conducting a survey 

similar to the ones used for private consumers will be done in this research.  

 

More knowledge about this specific topic will provide insight on what and how 

emotions influence this big, but often underestimated group of businesses. As Hill 

(2008) stated, emotions are twice as important as the facts and rationality, which people 

usually use when making buying decisions. It was also mentioned that as humans, we 

are never wrong about what we like or dislike and this naturally comes from our 

emotional reactions. One crucial aspect of emotions is that they have immediate and 

direct impact on an individual’s behavior (Ellegaard, 2006; Andersen & Kumar1, 

2006), which is why it is important for supplying companies to not just sell objectively 

and rationally. Emotions are associated with behavior, and this could lead to different 

implications in understanding the buyer-seller relationship (Ellegaard, 2006). 

 

1.2 Problem discussion  

 

It is observed that small businesses do not see the task of purchasing important but 

rather just a general task that is essential to running a business, integrated in the 
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management - mostly owner/manager, to take care of (Ellegaard, 2006). One important 

thing that reoccurs in small business literature is the fact that purchasing practises are 

seen to be mostly affected by the owner/manager of the business (Culkin, 2000). Their 

attitude and personality is mostly driven by their own personal instinct and could freely 

influence the purchasing practices (Ellegaard, 2006). During an interview that was 

conducted in the preparation for this research, a small tire shop owner (Personal 

Communication, February 19 2017) mentioned that pushy salespeople make him feel 

stress within him. With the continuous pressure from the salesperson, annoyance is felt 

and this later on would lead to cease of contact and in some case termination of contract 

with their supplier. “A man makes a decision for two reasons – the good reason and 

the real reason” -J P Morgan (Hill, 2008) 

 

Emotions in a B2B context is not a popular topic, especially in contrast to Business to 

Consumer (B2C) research where emotions are studied in most stages. For example in 

prior to buying a product as Laros & Stenkaamp’s (2005) study or as E´their, Hadaya, 

Talbot & Cadieux (2006) study consumer emotions during online shopping, where the 

purpose was to describe the impact of a website’s quality on the consumers’ cognitive 

process leading to emotions like joy pride and dislike. Even though researchers usually 

come to the conclusion that small businesses are emotional, no specific emotions are 

mentioned in any study about small businesses. The studies done in B2B commonly 

tackle the management aspect of the purchasing operations, like the process of 

evaluating inventories, supplies and suppliers like Van Der Valk & Rozemeijer’s 

(2009) article about the structured service purchasing process, showcasing different 

stages of purchasing in the small business service industry. As mentioned before, these 

studies fail to recognize that the processes could look the same but still should not be 

generalized due to the fact that small businesses have more intangible processes and 

are inclined to be more complex in purchasing decision making and other processes 

(Ellegaard, 2006; Pressey, et al 2009). Intangible aspects like the soft side of 

purchasing, with the context of emotions within the buyer, are unrecognized in the field 

of B2B. This is happening despite the fact that emotions are present even within B2B 

operations and it is acknowledged by the practitioners in business fields (Tähtinene & 

Blois, 2011). Over all, the concept of emotions in a business context has been mostly 

ignored by researchers in the field. According to Hill (2008), the reason for ignoring 
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these concepts has been because emotions can not be quantified, segmented and put 

into a spreadsheet. Hill (2008) mentioned that only if emotions can be measured, can 

they be managed, otherwise they cannot be planned for and therefore could have no 

viable role in commerce. Several researchers have mentioned that small businesses are 

emotional, but no generalized work and research about emotions in regard to purchasing 

has been found. The concept of emotion itself is difficult to understand, interpret and 

measure (Hill, 2008) since it is an affective feeling that comes when an individual is 

experiencing something, for example in this study, interaction with people and the 

environment. The articles closest to this topic are related to small firms’ desire and 

personal needs, like research done by Byers & Slack (2001). Previous research has 

covered that small businesses are emotional in decision making. What we do not know 

is which of the basic emotions are present in specific purchasing related processes and 

their connection to the processes itself. 

 

The research seeks to describe the presence of emotion in purchasing related processes 

which will be done following the model created by Laros & Steenkamp (2005). Laros 

and Steenkamps’s Hierarchy of Emotions covers the basic emotions that are present 

during consumer purchasing, and the derived emotions offer possibilities to identify 

different nuances of the basic emotion. Also, this model was already used before in a 

consumer focused study within purchasing, describing the emotions that are present in 

consumers when related to different type of foods in the market. Although the model 

was used in consumer research, it could also be applied this B2B environment since  

consumer behavior is a basic kind of human behavior (Ferber, 1977). Even when it 

comes to B2B processes, researchers have to consider that emotions do exist and are 

essential in the connections created through customer relationships, through the brand 

and also salesperson interactions (Emerald Publishing, 2016). Emotions are also basic 

and consistent throughout humans of different age and culture (Ekman, 1971; Ferber, 

1977). A descriptive research on emotions and processes is relevant, as it serves the 

purpose of contributing to the field of marketing and sales, since emotions are also an 

important factor, just as facts when it comes to purchasing decision (Hill, 2008). This 

contribution is done by providing an input to what the suppliers could do differently 

when meeting or communicating with a small business purchaser, through catering to 

emotions or possibly avoiding them.  
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1.3 Research question 

 

Which of the basic emotions are the most felt in the purchasing processes amongst small 

businesses? 

- How intense are basic emotions among small businesses during purchasing 

process? 

  

 

1.4  Purpose 

 

Since it is known that small businesses are emotional with running their operations and 

making decisions, the objective of this study is to find the most felt emotions in different 

purchasing processes and seek their involvement when it comes to the small business 

sector. The aim is to describe what actual emotions are present in a specific process. 

 

2 Theoretical Framework 
This chapter will give insight on topics relevant to the focus of the study. It contains the 

context in which it takes place and definitions for the concepts used throughout the 

research. 

 

2.1 Emotions 

 

2.1.1 Emotion Definition 

 

Emotions are seen as basic because their biological and social functions are essential in 

evolution and adaptation (Izard, 1992). The field of economics has also been heavily 

influenced by the knowledge that emotion plays a role in business. As a result, emotions 

became the focus of an emerging practice called ‘’behavioural economics’’. In 

consumer purchasing within B2C, influences of emotions can be found in different 

areas ranging from big issues like offer differentiation to the way in which people react 

to prices (Hill, 2008). Emotions are also seen as an influential force in shaping 

relationships (Andersen & Kumarl, 2006) but but since they are mostly tackled within 
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B2C (Laros, 2006; Tähtine & Blois, 2011), there is abundance of previous research 

tackling this topic with a consumer perspective.  

 

The concept of emotion is very broad, ranging from the business point of view like 

Anderssen & Kumarl (2006) in which they state that emotion are high intensity 

affective states that are a product of the individual’s ability or inability to attain their 

goals, to a neurological perspective, in which emotions are the result of a subcortical 

process in the brain, making them directly tied to the body (Sayegh et al, 2004). 

Therefore, for the purpose of this research, a contextual definition is needed. 

 

Tähtinen & Blois (2011) provide a definition for the concept of emotion related to their 

study, as a “short-lived, relatively intense affective bodily reaction experienced in 

response to an important event or change that is significant to the person’’. As Gaudine 

& Thorne (2001) also mentioned, emotions are reactions that occur when a person 

encounters a relationship with other individuals or environments. Emotions are 

naturally occurring bodily experiences, expressions and feelings that are understood to 

be responses to social interaction (Kiely, 2005).  

 

Overall, by compiling definitions from articles that have previously studied emotions 

in businesses, a clear definition can be taken for the emotions studied in this report. The 

one that is the most accurate in relation to this study is the one below: 

Emotions are defined as the affective bodily reactions that the purchasers’ experience 

when they encounter a relationship with other individuals or the environment (Tähtinen 

& Blois, 2011; Gaudine & Thorne, 2011; Anderssen & Kumarl, 2006; Kiely, 2007).  

 

2.1.2 Past Research on Emotion 

 

In the previous centuries, only pure rational thinking was allowed in theories of decision 

and reason (Sayegh et al, 2004). The way of thinking in which emotions are separated 

from decision making was very important for the results to be considered reliable. More 

recently, it is safe to assume that emotions have their implications on perception, 

decision making and behaviour, since it is a part of human biology and function of the 

brain (Lakomski & Evers, 2010, Sayegh et al, 2004).   
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Influences on their research on emotions can be traced back to Charles Darwin’s (1872) 

‘’The expression of the Emotion in Man and Animals’’, where he seeks to understand 

certain bodily reactions that occur in humans.  

 

Regarding the classification of emotions, Paul Ekman should be emphasized since he 

is an important supporter of classification of basic emotions. Most commonly, Anger, 

Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, Surprise (Ekman, 1992:1) are considered as the six 

basic emotions. Even before this classification, Ekman (1971) hypothesized that 

emotions and facial reactions are constant across cultures. Ortony & Turner (1990) 

disagree and argue against basic emotions while denoting emotions that are presumed 

to have a biological basis. Ekman (1992:2) stands by the claim that there are basic 

emotions and refers to previous research that had studied the way western society 

judges emotions in facial expressions (Ekman, Friesen & Ellsworth, 1972). He claims 

that every investigator at the time has found evidence to support six basic emotions 

(Happiness, Surprise, Fear, Sadness, Anger and Disgust combined with Contentment). 

 

Laros & Steenkamp (2005) take consideration to previous research done on the topic 

of emotions. The authors emphasize several other researchers and how they attempt to 

categorize different emotions. In their development of a set of basic consumer 

emotions, a table was adapted from Ortony & Turner (1990) which compiles basic 

emotions mentioned in 16 different articles within Psychological research. The most 

influential authors however were Shaver et al (1987) and Storm & Storm (1987). Both 

had a hierarchical structure within their classification and both included Anger, Fear, 

Love and Sadness as basic emotions. Other emotions were considered deriving from 

several authors but were eventually excluded or replaced to better fit the research. 

Surprise was excluded since it is a neutral emotion, Joy was replaced with Happiness, 

Contentment and Pride due to the complexity that one large basic emotion as Joy could 

bring (Laros & Steenkamp, 2005).  

 

2.1.3 Hierarchy of emotions 

 

The Hierarchy of emotions is a model made by Laros & Steenkamp (2005) in which 

they classify basic consumer emotions to be tested within quantitative business 
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research. The model is based on the authors’ own previous research and was built 

meticulously after compiling different kinds of basic emotions from different authors 

and their studies about emotion. The hierarchy of emotions was used in a consumer 

context examining their emotions in relation to different kind of food products, such as 

organic and genetically modified. Laros & Steenkamp built this heirarchy in order to 

use it as a model dedicated for consumer emotions, compiling the most common 

feelings that are present in every purchasing situation in a B2C context. There is no 

available trace to wheter this model has been used by other researchers in studies since 

there is a broad choice of emotion models to chose from when conducting research on 

human behavior and emotion, many of which are similar and follow the same structure. 

The model is however chosen for this study referring to a statement mentioned in 

problem discussion (Chapter 1.2): Consumer emotions are always going to be a basic 

part of human emotion (Ferber, 1977). 

 

The model is composed of a hierarchy which is divided into positive and negative affect 

at the superordinate level. The basic level consists of four negative (Anger, Fear, 

Sadness, Shame) and four positive emotions (Contentment, Happiness, Love and 

Pride). The subordinate level consists of emotions that are derived from the basic level, 

since they form clusters around basic emotions (Laros & Steenkamp, 2005). According 

to Bagozzi, Gopinath & Nyer (1999), self-reports of the respondents’ subjective 

experiences is the most frequently used form of measurement regarding emotions in 

marketing. Structuring emotions to cluster around a larger category (basic emotion) is 

also seen to be common. When measuring emotions towards advertising, Holbrook & 

Batra (1987) measured 29 emotions through 94 previously generated items. The authors 

hypothesized that happy, delighted and pleased indicates a ‘’joy index’’. Using factor 

analysis, the 29 emotions were grouped to three factors: pleasure, arousal and 

domination (Holbrook & Batra, 1987). Similarly, Edell & Burke (1987) used a scale 

with 52 items which they grouped around upbeat, negative and warm feelings.  

 

Westbrook (1987) analyzed product-based affective responses among car owners and 

CATV subscribers, dividing the responses into two dimensions, positive and negative 

affect, similarly to Laros & Steenkamp (2005). Westbrook & Oliver (1991) continued 

with this bidimensional affect when researching ‘’consumption emotion patterns’’. 
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Richins (1997) argued that measuring consumption related emotions along the two 

dimensions is insufficient. Through four separate quantitative studies, 16 clusters of 

emotions were identified. Through a fifth study, the clustered approach was tested 

quantitatively then the results were compared to other methods (such as the ones 

developed by Edell & Burke and Holbrook & Batra). The clustered approach, as used 

by Laros & Steenkamp (2005) as well, was confirmed to be superior (Richins, 1997). 

Although the focus in this research was consumption related emotions, emotions before 

a purchase were also an important part of the research (Richins, 1997). All in all, the 

clustered perspective combined with self-report method from respondents is seen to be 

an appropriate approach to measuring emotions in marketing research. (Bagozzi et al, 

1999) 

 

The authors state that future research based on their model have the freedom of 

including only the relevant parts, depending on the research question: ‘’Note that not 

in all situations this model need be used as a whole. Dependent on the research question, 

only part of the model may be used. However, even in such cases, the researcher can 

still relate his/her specific results to the broader structure of our emotions’’ (Laros & 

Steenkamp, 2005). 

 

Basic emotions are believed to be innate and universal, but there is disagreement 

regarding which emotions are basic (Laros & Steenkamp, 2005). The ones chosen in 

this model are the result of the most commonly used basic emotions by 14 different 

emotion theorist. ‘’Surprise’’ was excluded since it is a neutral emotion and ‘’Disgust’’ 

was also omitted (Laros & Steenkamp, 2005). Although the model was designed 

primarily for consumers’ emotions related to products, it can be applied to purchasers’ 

emotions related to specific processes within purchasing. This can be done since the 

model is formed from people’s basic emotions and are related to a person’s experiences 

as a buyer (Laros & Steenkamp) and since emotions are universal across culture and 

nation (Ekman, 1971). To be able to relate the basic emotions to an empirical setting, 

definitions for each of the 8 basic emotions are gathered from from Laros’ (2006) 

research. 
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Figure 1.The most general, superordinate, level consists of positive and negative affect. 

The next level is considered as the basic emotion level, and the lowest, subordinate, 

level consists of groups of individual emotions that form a category named after the 

most typical emotion of that category. 

The definition for each basic consumer emotion (Laros, 2006) is taken in order to 

associate it with the purchasing process of small business: 

Anger - This emotion is elicited by situations that are caused by others or by 

circumstances. A situation where something wrong has been done to them causes 

energized and powerful feeling where the individuals feel that there is someone else to 

be blame. 

Contentment - Low activity emotion where an individual has a positive attitude but low 

in arousal and is passive. 

Fear - This emotion is elicited by situations that are caused by others or by 

circumstances which lead to strong associations of risk and uncertainty. 

Happiness - High activity emotion where an individual has a positive attitude and this 

can cause higher purchase intention. 

Love - Emotion that is demonstrated to be mainly experienced personally by every 

individual and could be seen in the case of sentimental products 
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Pride - Emotion that is concern on feelings of superiority. 

Sadness - Emotion which is elicited by situations that are caused by others or by 

circumstances, where something wrong has been done to them but the individuals feel 

inactive and withdrawn to do something about it.  

Shame - Negative emotion from a negative action done by the individuals themselves 

 

2.2 Purchasing 

 
2.2.1 Purchasing Process 

When talking about the process of purchasing, the word usually includes all 

procurement activities including finding, acquiring and buying. Purchasing should 

implement a holistic attitude to the needs of the organisation whilst the precise details 

of the structure of purchasing is unique to each organisation (CIPS, 2013; Van Der Valk 

& Rozemeijer, 2009). Organizational buying deals with different stages of decision 

making processes, meaning that the focus is not only on the acquiring part itself, but it 

includes all the other steps that will eventually lead to the purchase. This implies that 

the organization puts emphasis on relationships, events and various elements that lead 

to the choice of product (Gronhaug & Venkatesh, 1990). The purchasing process is not 

only about the transaction but it also covers the decision making, planning, relationship-

building and aftermath of the purchasing, the events and various elements that lead to 

the choice of product (Gronhaug & Venkatesh, 1990). 

Purchasing processes could also be viewed in two ways, firstly, as an interaction 

between two or more parties and second, a view exclusively from the organizational 

perspective (Van Weele, 2005). 
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Figure 2. The 6 processes within purchasing that is present in every organization 

according to Van Weele (2005). The figure shows that purchasing is beyond the 

transaction itself but includes every variable and processes that will lead to the 

transaction. 

 

2.2.2 Small Business Purchasing Process 

Small businesses are typically referred to as simple operating organizations in which 

they do not act similarly as other bigger organizations and firms, in reference to their 

attitude in the business field. One of these differences is emphasized in their complexity 

in their decision making process (Culkin & Smith, 2000). When it comes to a small 

company’s purchasing process, it is highlighted that the task is often performed not by 

one specific buyer but rather by someone else in the management team that has multiple 

roles (Quayle, 2002; Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004; Ellegaard, 2004; Viljamaa, 2011; 

Pressey et al, 2009; Walker & Brown, 2004; Byers & Slack, 2001). From Wang et al.’s 

(2006) research, it is concluded that small businesses have different kinds of 

motivations for running a business. These motivations are driven always by personal 

desire of either making money, self development, autonomy or just to break out of the 

typical office work. Businesses whose objectives do not fully revolve around profit for 

example, are motivated by the owner’s desire of independence and lifestyle (Morrissey 

& Pittaway, 2004; Wang et al, 2006; Byers & Slack, 2001; Walker & Black, 2004). 

This is why instead of fully engaging in a long planning, formal decision making when 

it comes to purchasing, owners who are devoted to run their business to fulfill their 

hobbies are constrained to run the business strategically, which makes their decision 

planning of “personal nature” and adaptive instead (Byers & Slack, 2001). 
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2.2.3 Adaptive planning 

With adaptive planning, the business’ responses to environmental changes are just 

made and adapted when they occur instead of planning strategically for longer time 

before the changes take place. This adaptive measures shows that decision makers make 

day-to-day decisions as a quick response to changing environment or trends (Byers & 

Slack, 2001), adapting fast instead of being ready for unexpected occurrences.  

Some contrast was seen on the other hand in Wang et al’s (2006) research when a 

division of different kind of decision makers were observed as well as in one category 

Culkin & Smith’s (2000) classification of small businesses. This can be attributed to 

the fact that the business’ planning relates more to the personal nature or interest of the 

owner instead (Byers & Slack, 2001). As Hill (2008) mentioned, “not only do actions 

speak louder than words, emotions and the motivations linked to them drive those 

actions”. 

Strategic purchasing is seen to be implemented by few businesses, and pursuing 

additional activities to improve their current process is seen to be of no interest (Pressey 

et al, 2009). It is observed that small firms do not see the task of purchasing important 

but rather just a general task that is just essential to running a business, integrated in the 

management (mostly owner/manager) to take care of (Ellegaard, 2006). The general 

view of these small businesses about the process of purchasing is of low importance 

and low priority (Quayle, 2002; Pressey et al, 2009). Morrissey and Pittaway (2004) 

argued that this limited formality and non traditional approach to purchasing does not 

necessarily need to be synonymous with unprofessionalism, since small businesses only 

take approaches that are relevant to them and their business’ context. However, 

Ellegaard (2006) mentioned that these informal approaches and limited knowledge 

keep them from doing activities like market scanning for example. 

Importantly enough, these decision makers do not have to live up to any organizational 

performance indicator (Ellegaard, 2006) in contrast to a dedicated purchaser in a big 

firm where performance is always being reviewed by the whole organization (Tellefsen, 

2002). Small business owners are also prone to the use of external advisors / external 

expertise when it comes certain processes, considering that they are lacking a strategic 
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plan to solve an unexpected problem if one would occur (Tellefsen., 2002; Viljamaa, 

2011). 

 

2.2.4 External expertise  

As the majority of the literatures tackle businesses where the managers have multiple 

functions, the decision making studied revealed that the responsibility of purchasing 

falls on a member of the management team rather than a dedicated purchaser (Pressey 

et al, 2009; Walker & Brown, 2004; Byers & Slack, 2001). It is usual in the case of 

small businesses to have few individuals involved in decision making (Ellegaard, 2006; 

Culkin & Smith, 2010). Individuals in small business’ management are driven by 

personal needs and it is also recognized that these individuals are often more likely to 

be self-taught rather than educated at the same time (Ellegaard, 2006). This brings 

decision making closer to them as people, rather than a function in the management, as 

decision is based on the little information available in their limited environment. This 

results in more informal procedures in purchasing and evaluation (Ellegaard, 2006; 

Russell-Bennett et al, 2007). These businesses also tend to be constrained in supplier 

search, limiting themselves to only local and regional partners. Thus do not have more 

information about the national and international happenings or opportunities (Pressey 

et al, 2009). Secondly, personal needs are accountable for their decision making process 

and small businesses usually use external advisors consisting of different types of 

consulting, mostly during the occurrence of something unexpected (Tellefsen, 2002; 

Viljamaa, 2011). These external advisors can range from family, friends to even hired 

professionals, depending on the intensity of the need and is often acquired for 

procedures like purchasing (Viljamaa, 2011).  

Since there is no official set up in the management of a small business, the roles taken 

by the team could be of multiple functions. This is why taking advice from outside the 

organization could occur when information is lacking in a specific area (Culkin & 

Smith, 2000; Viljamaa, 2011). The use of external expertise could also be an effect of 

small businesses not engaging in a strategic planning, which in turn results in primarily 

working with adaptive decision-making, making a decisions on short notice (Byers & 

Slack, 2001; Pressey et al, 2009). Pressey et al (2009) elaborated that external expertise 
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is knowledge and competence that is rare to the seeking firm, and is therefore provided 

by external party. Seeking expertise is sometimes ‘’less voluntary’’ and more a result 

of outside factors such as when the owner/manager or decision maker find themselves 

in an immediate menace which needs urgent solutions (Viljamaa, 2011).  

In contrast with the emphasis put on seeking advice for the businesses or strategically 

plan a purchasing move, this sub-group instead puts effort in supplier evaluations. This 

approach is far more used and popular in the small businesses than strategic planning 

(Pressey et al, 2009; Ellegaard, 2006). 

 

2.2.5 Supplier evaluation 

The effort placed in supplier evaluations in small businesses is high, as it is far more 

used and popular in the small businesses sector than strategic planning (Pressey et al, 

2009; Ellegaard, 2006). This process however is mostly done “in the head” of the 

owner/manager in an informal way (Wang et al, 2006; Pressey et al, 2009). The need 

and importance of supplier evaluation is essential to all buyers considering that 

satisfaction given by the supplier is the key to a stable relationship and this is the way 

to establishing loyalty (Andersen & Kumar1, 2006; Ellegaard, 2006; Rauyruen et al, 

2007). The evaluation of the supplier brings up the satisfaction for the decision maker, 

both for the organizational needs and also to their personal needs (Tellefsen, 2002; 

Rauyruen et al, 2007). This is important to emphasize, since suppliers not only have to 

satisfy firm's organizational needs but also the purchasing manager's personal needs - 

which are self-fulfillment needs. These are the ones that would give the supplier higher 

points in their purchasing evaluation from the firm - which will in term, benefit the 

supplier’s image. Another aspect that could influence this practise is that small firms 

are suspicious of large suppliers. According to Culkin & Smith (2000), the fact that 

they do not match in the size gives a feeling of suspicion, that the large suppliers are 

out to exploit them. Small business owners think that large suppliers do not understand 

their needs because they do not realise how different it is to run a small, independent 

business (Culkin & Smith, 2000). 
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Similar to the suspicion of large suppliers, small businesses are reluctant and sceptical 

when it comes to collaboration with other businesses, especially their competitors, even 

if it is about leveraging their power status against suppliers or purchasing consortia 

(Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004). 

 

2.2.6 Purchasing consortia  

Competitors are defined as other actors that are trying to exploit and benefit from the 

same market niche as your company does (Gronhaug & Venkatesh, 1990). Engaging 

into a purchasing consortia or collaboration is an idea that is still not well adopted in 

the industry yet. This is since the purchasers do not see the positive effects that this 

collaboration might give them as an individual company (Essig, 2000). By giving their 

best in decision making, even purchasers feel the satisfaction and appreciation from the 

firm, which in turn gives them personal satisfaction. Morrissey and Pittaway (2004) in 

their report elaborated that the owner/managers as decision makers always have their 

own personal motives and by working with others and these motives are potentially 

conflicting with others. If this motivation is seen to be disrupted by someone else, then 

tension is likely to occur (Andersen & Kumarl, 2006).  

When businesses decide to engage in a consortia, these members have to be organized 

(Gronhaug & Venkatesh, 1990). These members will have to establish a cooperative 

structure in which they have to bring the purchasing function of each company to the 

same level (Essig, 2000). This is in order for the supply chain to be organized together 

and be able to combine their purchasing volume. This, in turn, influences their 

perception of the other participants in the group, preventing them to see the value in 

developing consortia (Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004). Although, from Quayle’s (2002) 

research in small firms, a kind of purchasing service is widely considered by 74% of 

232 small companies to be an attractive option to effective decision making in 

purchasing, but in this case the focus is on the complete service, not the actual consortia.  
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2.3 Research Model 

The research model summarizes what the research will be focused on: The most likely 

four basic emotions to be experienced on the left and the purchasing process on the 

right.  

The study limits its empirical focus on the small business’ purchasing processes where 

emotions are seen to be affective - adaptive planning, planning with external expertise, 

supplier evaluation and purchasing consortia.   
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Figure 3. Research Model 
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2.4 Hypothesis 

 

Theory 1: Small business do adaptive planning in purchasing  

While some business are financially driven and see money making and growth as the 

primary criteria of judging success, some value personal goals more than the other 

(Walker & Brown, 2004).  

With a financial orientation, the likelihood of strategic planning is high, meaning that 

emphasis is put on short and long term planning that is more formal, usually in written 

form and revisited often (Wang et al 2006). Those business whose objectives are less 

finance oriented will ignore profit and growth opportunities after reaching financial 

stability (Wang et al 2006). Laros (2006) define contentment as an emotion with 

positive attitude but low in arousal and passive. This means that based on the personal 

motivations of the owner, after reaching their desire or goal, the likelihood of strategic 

planning would be low (Wang et al, 2006). If a plan is created, it would be for a short 

period of time and more informal (Wang et al, 2006; Pressey et al, 2009). There could 

be strategical differences between the supplier and buyer, but since the main objective 

and desire for these businesses is to achieve a particular lifestyle goal, both parties can 

remain in the relationship happily (Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004). Quayle (2000) 

mentioned that small businesses are not aware of how effective purchasing could 

positively affect profitability and therefore see no problems with the lack of their 

purchasing capability.  

Hypothesis 1: The emotion of contentment positively relates to adaptive planning in 

smallbusinesses 
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Theory 2: Small businesses use external expertise in purchasing 

Small businesses have, by definition, limited internal resources (Viljamaa, 2011; 

Ellegaard, 2006) which is why it is likely that the small company owners are the ones 

that perform operational acquisition of components, and that they themselves do not 

develop their purchasing skills and procedures (Ellegaard, 2006). In an increasingly 

knowledge-intensive economy, small firms are likely to benefit from the use of external 

expertise. External expertise is defined as the usage of an outside sources or external 

party to gain knowledge or competence which is limited or rare to the accessing firm 

(Pressey et al, 2009; Viljamaa, 2011). Due to this lack of competence in certain areas, 

small businesses are likely to use external expertise, commonly within purchasing and 

they vary from experts, to family and friends (Byers & Slack, 2001; Pressey et al, 2009; 

Viljamaa, 2011). Firms that are not engaging in a long term planning for their business 

are the ones that are mostly affected by unlikely situations and problems that could 

occur in spontaneously, which will need an immediate solution.  

The emotion of fear occurs from situations that are caused by others or by 

circumstances, in which there are strong associations of risk and uncertainty (Laros, 

2006). External expertise in small businesses is seen to be needed when a problem 

occurs and an strategic planning was not made prior in time (Pressey et al, 2009; 

Viljamaa, 2011). This therefore leaves the purchaser with no available solution or 

answer that they can rely on and it makes the usage of an external expert not always 

voluntarily but sometimes even an obligation (Viljamaa, 2011). 

Hypothesis 2 : The emotion of fear positively relates to the usage of external expertise 

 

Theory 3: Small businesses choose suppliers with similar views as them 

Small businesses build relationship with suppliers and make sure to evaluate them, even 

though the measures used are mostly informal (Pressey et al, 2009; Tellefsen, 2002). In 

addition, it is the purchaser’s objective that as far as it is within their power, they will 

only employ suppliers and contractors who subscribe to and operate on similar 

principles (CIPS, 2013). Purchasers also tend to seek suppliers who provide supportive 
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interactions and therefore motivated to develop stronger bonds with these suppliers that 

offer satisfaction (Tellefsen, 2002). The greater the unexpectedness and the opposing 

behavior of the buyer and/or the seller the greater the intensity of the negative emotional 

reaction in the other party. This is since individuals possess positive feelings towards 

people or groups that they identify themselves with (Anderssen & Kumarl, 2006). The 

emotion of happiness arises when an individual has positive attitude towards something 

and this can cause higher purchase intention (Laros, 2006). Purchasers prefer suppliers 

that have similar mentality and social attitude as themselves and mutuality between the 

characteristics are usually more important than the economic exchange (Ellegaard, 

2006).  

Hypothesis 3: The emotion of happiness positively relates to similarity in attitude 

between the buyer and supplier 

Theory 4: Small business are reluctant to engage in a purchasing consortia 

Small businesses are reluctant to form purchasing consortia together with similar 

businesses to gain leverage against their supplier in purchasing matters (Morrissey & 

Pittaway, 2004). Purchasers in the industrial sector are still not fully adapted to the 

concept. Recognising this, it seems that most purchasers do not see the positive effects 

which are possible through establishing consortia (Essig, 2000). Small businesses are 

both sceptical and reluctant when it comes to collaboration with other businesses, 

especially their competitors. This is since it could bring conflict between the purchasers, 

knowing that their motives could clash (Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004). Considering this, 

people are uncomfortable with a change in their status, especially if the change could 

have negative implications.  

Since being in a consortia would mean cooperation, this could cause neutral or even 

negative feelings toward members of other groups. These negative feelings could likely 

be enhanced if the members see themselves in competition with each other (Anderssen 

& Kumarl, 2006). Anger is negative emotion that causes energized and powerful feeling 

where the individual feel that there is someone else is to be blame (Laros, 2006). 

Owner-managers’ need for autonomy and independence combined with their interest 
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in the social aspects of relationships prevents them from seeing any value in developing 

consortia (Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004). 

Hypothesis 4 : The emotion of anger negatively relates to purchasing consortia. 

 

3 Method 
This chapter describes the research design and all criteria upon which this research 

was based on. It contains information about the sample, data collection method and 

instrument used.  

 

 

3.1 Selection 

In the Introduction chapter, it is mentioned that the study revolves around the roles of 

emotions in processes within purchasing in small businesses. Recognizing the fact that 

this topic is understudied, the introduction outlines the problems related to it and why 

it would be of benefit to close the information gap within it. In order to get a better 

understanding of the issue, former studies and articles were used as foundation. These 

articles were all taken from high ranking journals and are about small businesses, 

purchasing, decision making and emotions. The articles gave us an insight about the 

processes and issues of small businesses when it comes to purchasing, taking emotions 

into account.    

Through this, a distinct boundary was used to limit and define small businesses in this 

study: 

Small business definition 

Small businesses are defined differently by every author depending on what topic they 

study and the term could be used interchangeably with entrepreneurial venture or small 

firm (Ellegaard, 2006). In this study, the definition for small businesses was narrowed 

down with the help of the definitions gathered from different scientific articles through 

the process of a meticulous literature review and two governmental websites that relate 

to the geographical area where the research was conducted. We have also used the word 

business interchangeably with the word “firm” throughout this study.  
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For this research, the definition of small businesses was based on what Culkin & Smith 

(2000) and Ellegaard (2006) used in their own business literature, where they viewed 

small businesses as independent firms with a small market share that is managed by the 

owner or co-owners. The market share was also defined and limited by taking into 

account the yearly turnover of a company (Culkin & Smith, 2000). Considering that the 

study was conducted in Sweden and the turnover of small company had to be 

considered, local limitation was used. According to Svenskt Näringsliv and European 

Union’s (2017) website, an annual turnover of less than EUR 10 million is considered 

small business with the working force of maximum of 50 employees in total 

(Svensktnäringsliv, 2017; Byers & Slack, 200; Culkin & Smith, 2000; European Union, 

2017).  

Over all, the definition for the concept of small businesses in this research are the ones 

that have between 1 and 50 employees, have less than 10 million EUR yearly turnover 

and where the management is responsible for several functions (Ellegaard, 2006; 

Svenskt Näringsliv, 2017; Byers & Slack, 2001; Culkin & Smith, 2000; European 

Union, 2017). 

 

3.2 Research design 

A research design is a plan of approach to the chosen research topic (Bryman & Bell, 

2015). Designing could take a lot of work considering that there is no right way of 

conducting research from the start and will through the course of the work, depend on 

a lot of factors such as the research topic, audience, time, available resources and access 

to information and people (Greener, 2008). The choice of research design reflects 

decisions about priorities given to research process (Bryman & Bell, 2015) 

Considering that the study was based on a quantitative approach, the research adapted 

a positivist epistemological view and objectivist ontological view which complimented 

each other. With a positivist point of view, the purpose was to generate hypothesis and 

then test them objectively. This was chosen because knowledge is derived by gathering 

facts in an objective way (Bryman & Bell, 2015). This on the other hand was compatible 

with the study’s objectivist approach to the reality which allowed the research to view 
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reality as an external factor which exists beyond whoever inhabits it (Bryman & Bell, 

2015).  

 

3.3 Quantitative Approach 

 

This report had used a quantitative approach to gather data. Quantitative research is 

associated with the production of numerical data which is objective in the sense that the 

data exists independently even without the researcher’s presence and not a result of 

their influence (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Denscombe, 2014; Greener, 2008). Through the 

use of a multiple-indicator measurement, a quantitative method provided the basis for 

a more precise estimate of the degree of relationship between our concepts (Bryman & 

Bell 2015), the basic emotions and the different activities within the purchasing process. 

Denscombe (2014) mentioned that, through developing a connection, the interviewer 

might become very intimate to the study and this could affect the validity and the chance 

of replicability in the future, making a quantitative research more reliable from this 

point of view. 

Since the study had gathered theories about the concept of emotion and small 

businesses, through gathering and writing of a literature review, a deductive approach 

was an effective approach taken in the study. With the information gathered, hypotheses 

regarding the emotions and purchasing processes was formulated and tested. A 

deductive approach was the optimal approach for most quantitative studies, as in this 

case theories about the small businesses’ emotions during purchasing were already 

gathered (Bryman & Bell, 20015; Greener, 2008). Approving and/or disapproving the 

formulated hypotheses became then be the focus of the study.  

Deductive method is generally and more likely to be associated with a quantitative 

method in order to test a hypothesis by using numbers or facts (Bryman & Bell, 2015, 

Greener 2008). As according to Marshall (1996), the aim of the quantitative approach 

is to test predetermined hypotheses. This approach begins by gathering and looking at 

theories related to the focus of research, which later on will be used when formulating 

a hypothesis (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Greener, 2008). The hypotheses that were 
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constructed based on the theories gathered were aimed to prove a presence of emotions 

in the purchasing processes in small business. The use of quantitative method allowed 

the researchers to measure the strength of presence of emotions within the processes, 

and through the use of data collection tools like surveys, a wider audience could be 

reached which made the data more valid and possibly generalisable (Bryman & Bell, 

2015).  

 

3.4 Data Collection 

 

For this study, a cross-sectional design was chosen. This involved the collection of data 

in order to collect quantifiable information and later on detect patterns of association. 

For this study, a survey was used as it is the most common form of design when 

conducting quantitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Standardized questions were 

sent out in order to get objective answers about a subjective phenomenon (Fowler, 

2002).  

In academic research, the questions that are constructed should be valid and fair, 

meaning that they should be connected to the information and research while having 

clear purposes (Greener, 2008). Recognizing this, statements in this survey were 

tailored to the theories and information that has been gathered. These statements were 

formulated in a way that is short and clear, avoiding confusion within the informant 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015; Fowler, 2002).  

The survey had used the Likert Scale of measurement which is commonly used to 

measure how individuals agree or disagree with a statement (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In 

this survey, the values were connected to emotions, showing how strongly the 

informant had experienced them: 1 representing ‘’I do not feel the emotion at all’’ and 

5 being ‘’I strongly feel the emotion’’ as Laros & Steenkamp (2005) did when 

conducting their own research. A neutral answer (in the form of answer 3) was also 

made available to give the informant a choice of being neutral to the emotion. This was 

done since emotions in this research are aimed to be measured.  
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Pretest of the survey was also done with two small-company owners as a of focus group 

in order to evaluate the formulation of the questions, finding out if the questions are 

understandable and if the answers to chose from are meaningful (Fowler, 2002). 

 

Two aspects that a focus group discussion could contribute are (Fowler, 1995): 

• To evaluate assumptions about the vocabulary and how the people would understand 

and interpret the concepts in the survey; 

• To get a view about the reality and which samples are perfect to participate in the 

research; 

 

3.5 Informants 

 

According to data from Statistiska Centralbyrån (2016: 1), there are 1.2 million 

businesses registered in Sweden, of which 99.4% have less than 50 employees. 

Regarding revenues, about 904 000 of all registered businesses have less than 100 

million SEK (10,4 million EUR). The number of businesses that fall into the small 

business category would make it extremely difficult to reach everyone with our survey, 

that is why the selection of sample is a highly important procedure, since it should be a 

subset that must be representative of the population from which it is selected (Bryman 

& Bell, 2015; Greener, 2008). The sampling frame is a listing of all units in the 

population from which the sample will be selected (Bryman & Bell, 2015, Fowler, 

2002).  

The target informants for this study were the owners of small business’ that are involved 

in management or purchasing. This sample was chosen in order to get more accurate 

knowledge about how the management process in their business happens. Since the 

scope of this research was not limited to a specific industry, the full population would 

be all businesses registered in Sweden, with less than 50 employees and less than 10 

million EUR in revenues. This makes the population very extensive, with an estimate 

of 900 000 businesses fitting the criteria (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2016:2). The 
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selection of informant was based on this study’s definition of small business, that came 

from other authors who had studied emotion in business before as ‘independent firms 

that are managed by the owners and have small market shares’ (Culkin & Smith, 2000). 

 

3.6 Sampling  

For the purpose of generalization, a random sampling method would be the most 

appropriate, since each unit would have the same chance to be included from the 

population (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Although, due to the limitations of time and 

resources, a non-random sampling method was used. Due to the limitation of resources, 

especially financial aspects, the study chose convenient sampling in the form of 

geographical accessibility. This is where we, the researchers, chose informants that are 

located in the nearby area where we live and other locations we have access to (Västra 

Götaland, Blekinge, Kronoberg). We are aware however, that this choice most likely 

resulted in sampling bias (Bryman and Bell, 2015; Fowler, 2002) as well as it required 

a compromise regarding the generalization of the results. Despite the compromise, the 

research will still provide valuable information that could be further tested by 

academics (Greener, 2008). 

The convenience sampling saved cost and time considering that the selection was made 

upon its convenience itself (Ferber, 1977) and this was done by selecting from the most 

accessible subjects (Marshall, 1996 ). Recognizing that in this study, the sample does 

not consist of usual consumers but are a category of Business to Business buyers, the 

selection has to be justified in three terms. 

Firstly, according to Febrer (1977) researchers had to make the objectives and nature 

of the study clear and well established. This was done by demonstrating the relevance 

between the characteristics of the sample and the study’s target population. 

Recognizing that this study is about the emotion in purchasing, the samples were the 

small business purchasers themselves. Considering that they are the ones that have the 

function of buying, they are the ones that have the appropriate knowledge to answer the 

given surveys. Second is that the the sample size should be adequate for analytical 

purposes. This means that sample sizes should be high enough when in order to get the 
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feeling of stability in the result (Ferber, 1977) although it is also acknowledges that 

sample size is ought to be difficult to pinpoint since it cannot be answered in a general 

sense. The size is determined by what could enable valid conclusion that could 

generalize the population (Ferber, 1977; Marshall, 1996) which in this case were small 

businesses in Sweden. According to Bryman & Bell (2015) 50% answer rate is the 

acceptable response rate for a mail survey. For this research a copy of 100 postal 

surveys were sent out to the informants. Lastly, the sample should be a representative 

of the chosen target population, and researchers should show this by comparing the 

sample and the entire population by characteristics relevant to the topic under study 

(Febrer, 1977). Recognizing that the paper is about small businesses and emotion in 

purchasing, the target is small businesses with limited workforce in the management, 

making an individual do multiple functions, these businesses fit the criteria of Sweden’s 

definition of small business which was turnover of maximum 10 million euro and up to 

50 employees.  

 

3.7 Data gathering  

The process of data gathering was done via mail in the form of a postal questionnaire. 

The survey together with a cover letter presenting the conductors of the survey and the 

purpose of the study (Bryman & Bell, 2015) was sent together to the chosen sample. 

One hundred copies of postal surveys were sent sent to the informants. 

Recognizing that this population could not be found in a cluster online, it would have 

been more difficult for an online based survey to reach the target informants, unlike 

when social media is used on consumer population. It was easier to find the small 

businesses’ address rather than personal email address of the informants which is why 

by sending a letter the chances of response rate were expected to be higher than through 

web surveys or emails. There were also other advantages of using postal questionnaire 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015), like the absence of the interview effect meaning that the 

conductors would not influence the informants. There was no variability and the 

questions were always the same for everyone. Lastly, it offered convenience to the 

respondents since they could take their time to answer the survey. Encoding in the form 

of numbering each survey sent helped in fully keeping track to whom the letters were 
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sent to. This was also helpful in seeing the respondent vs. non-respondent rate (Bryman 

& Bell, 2015; Denscombe, 2014) and supported the analysis. Response rate is defined 

as the successful replies from the informants that were originally contacted by the 

conductors of the research (Denscombe, 2014). 

 

There are disadvantages of postal questionnaires as well like lower response rate 

compared to structured interviews and the difficulties to ask questions designed to 

probe (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In order to tackle a low response rate, a cover letter was 

sent in with the surveys, where we as the conductors elaborate what the survey and its 

questions are about (Bryman & Bell, 2015). A contact number was also provided in the 

survey, in order for the informants to freely contact us if there are any questions. Similar 

to qualitative research, as little input as possible was given in the conversation or 

questions in order to not influence the informants (Potter & Hepburn, 2005).  

 

3.8 Operationalization 

The method of measuring emotions or emotional responses can always be debated. By 

using the model conceived by Laros & Steenkamp (2005), we related the specific 

aspects of the purchasing process to all sub-emotions of seven basic emotions. The 

experience of these sub-emotions in different purchasing related scenarios was rated on 

a 5 point Likert scale, where 1 represented – ‘’I do not feel the emotion at all’’ and 5 

represented – ‘’I feel the emotion strongly’’. ‘’3’’ was set to be neutral in order to give 

the informant a choice when it is difficult to decide whether the emotion was 

experienced or not. 

Built on the four hypothesis, the respondents rated how strongly they relate 27 derived 

emotions in regard to each of the four processes. In the surveys sent out, both the 

emotions and the four processes were be translated to Swedish to make it easier for the 

respondent to understand them, increasing the accuracy of the results (see appendix 2). 

Depending on how the derived emotions were rated, our hypotheses relating the four 

processes to four basic emotions were be confirmed or rejected. The 27 emotions were 
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also listed in alphabetical order to avoid influencing the respondent in any way. That is 

also why all derived emotions were used from seven basic emotions (excluding Love) 

and not just the four included in our hypotheses. 

Contentment - Adaptive planning 

Fear - External expertise 

Happiness - Buyer-Supplier similarity 

Anger - Purchasing consortia 

Love was excluded in the survey because this emotion is mainly demonstrated and 

experienced personally in the case of sentimental products, like momentos and gifts 

(Laros, 2006) which do not line up to the theories and hypotheses in this study. 

Since some small businesses are more profit oriented and put more effort in long term 

planning (reference), they were filtered out to only include the businesses planning 

adaptively. 
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Figure 4. The table shows the 27 emotions that are rated in the survey connected to the 

four processes, the translation to Swedish and the Basic emotion that they are derived 

from. 
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3.9 Analysis Method 

 

The data for this report would be analys through the use of regression analysis and 

descriptive statistics. 

 
3.9.1 Descriptive statistics 

  

To provide the reader with an overview of the data, descriptive statistics covering all 

the derived emotions related to each purchasing process was created. The presented 

factors are means, standard deviation, range as well as minimum and maximum 

values. The mean is the sum of the variables divided by total number of variables, 

range is the difference between the maximum and minimum values and standard 

deviation is the average distance from the mean (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

  

3.9.2 Regression analysis 

  

In order to examine the relationship between the variables used in this research, a 

regression analysis was considered appropriate (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The selected 

analysis method has highlighted through the Beta value, how an increase of the 

independent variables (derived emotions) affected the dependent variable (purchasing 

process). The Beta value was one of the determining factors in supporting or rejecting 

the hypotheses of the study along with statistical significance (Smucker, Allan & 

Carterette, 2007). 

 

The Beta value show how the increase of the independent variable by 1 affects the 

dependent variable. 

The significance level (p) should be 0.05 or lower as this indicates the statistical 

significance of the independent variables, in this case, the emotions (Bryman & Bell, 

2015). 

  

Both the regression analysis and the descriptive statistics were calculated with the 

help of SPSS statistical analysis program, as it is one of the most popular tool for 

statistical analysis (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 
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3.10 Response rate and Non-response rate 

 

The level of Response Rate is a factor that is important when it comes to assessing the 

value of research findings. According to Bryman & Bell (2015) 50% answer rate is the 

acceptable response rate for a mail survey. 100 mail questionnaires were sent out to the 

population samples of this study, and unfortunately only 39 surveys came back. This 

gives the study a 39% response rate.  

 

In order to increase the response rate, a reminder was sent to the informants in the form 

of phone calls, letters and e-mail (when possible), two weeks after the mail 

questionnaires have been sent out. Knowing the given agreement among scholars 

that high response rates are useful, even they themselves still do struggle to attain them 

(Baruch & Holtom, 2008). There are two principal reasons for non- response and they 

are the failure to deliver the questionnaires to the target population and the reluctance 

of people to respond. These two reasons are concluded as a reason for the non response 

on the survey for this research. Numbers were put on each envelope to keep track on 

response details and those which do not have a specific name for the target informants 

are mostly the ones that did not come back. Phone calls were made and some e-mail 

were sent and only few people answered / wrote back mentioning that either they forgot 

about the survey and will answer as soon as they get time or that they will forward the 

survey to the person that is responsible for the purchasing.  

 

While the response rate alone is not a determinator for a study’s quality, it is one of the 

indicators in which editors use in determining the potential contribution of a study 

(Baruch & Holtom, 2008). As Greener (2008) mentioned this study would still provide 

valuable information that could be further tested by academics. 

 
3.11 Ethical aspects 

 

For this report, a cross-sectional design of data gathering was done and as the 

conductors of this process, we have abided by ethical standards that should be followed. 

One aspect of main importance was to protect the participants and their anonymity, as 

this could potentially harm the participant if the conductors of the study failed to 
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maintain their details confidential (Bryman & Bell, 2015). By this, it was assured that 

we presented ourselves and the purpose of the study in the cover letter together with 

the survey. This meant giving them as much information that is needed in order for 

them make up decision about whether or not they wish to participate (Bryman & Bell, 

2015) and the participants were informed about the anonymity of the study.  

 

4 Analysis 
This chapter includes the analysis of the survey responses, calculating means and 

standard deviation for the derived emotions in each process separately. Besides the 

data analysis done with SPSS statistical analysis program, it also covers the topics of 

reliability, validity and response rate. 

 

 

4.1 Reliability 

 

To ensure the reliability of the variables used in the study, Cronbach’s alpha was 

calculated in each case with the use of SPSS statistical analysis program. Alpha is one 

of the most popular tool used for measuring reliability in studies today (Santos, 1999). 

Usually 0,7 is a generally accepted value for a lower limit (Nunnaly, 1978) but 

sometimes lower values are also accepted. 

In this study the threshold for the reliability coefficient will be 0,7 as indicated by 

Nunnaly (1978). 

 

Contentment 

Alpha = 0,44 

Two variables were used (C1-C2) 

 

Fear 

Alpha = 0,90 

Five variables were used (F1-F5) 

 

Happiness 

Alpha = 0,83 
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Seven variables were used (H1-H7) 

 

 

 

Anger  

Alpha = 0,87 

Five variables were used (A1-A5) 

 

As seen above, three of the four constructs are reliable, with quite high alpha coefficient 

values. The alpha coefficient for contentment is lower than the accepted limit in this 

study and it indicates that it is not a reliable measure.  

 

4.2 Validity 

 

Validity refers to the issue of whether an indicator really measures a concept or not 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015). In this research, two approaches were taken to ensure the 

validity of the indicators used: face validity, which involves asking other people if the 

measure seems to be focusing on the concept in question and construct validity, which 

implies that the hypotheses were deducted from relevant theory (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

 

Face Validity 

 

On two separate occasions with first one, then two respondents (pre-research interview 

and pilot test of the survey), a discussion was encouraged by the researchers after the 

respondent’s answers were collected. The goal of the discussion was to gather feedback 

on the format and language of the survey, but also to asses the extent to which the 

respondents can express their experience of different emotions. All three respondents 

were satisfied of how the survey reflected their answers after reviewing them together 

with the researchers. 

 

It is also important to note that the operational way of measuring emotions in this 

research closely follows that of Laros & Steenkamp (2005) using only emotions from 

their model and the same units on the Likert scale. 
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Construct validity 

 

All four hypotheses were constructed on previous theories that in some way formed or 

tried to form a connection between the purchasing process and the selected emotion. In 

some cases the emotions are not mentioned explicitly, but are can be deduced from the 

content. 

 

H1: Based on the personal motivations of the owner, after reaching desired goals the 

likelihood of strategic planning is low (Wang et al, 2006). Unless the goal of the 

business owner is financially oriented they will be contented with a simpler 

management process. 

 

H2: External expertise in small businesses is mostly needed when a problem occurs 

which leaves the owner with no solution (Pressey et al, 2009; Viljamaa, 2011). By 

definition, fear is emotional response to situations caused by other circumstances which 

are high in uncertainty (Laros, 2006). 

 

H3: As far as it is within their power, purchasers will only employ suppliers that 

subscribe to and operate on similar principles (CIPS, 2013). Happiness arises when an 

individual has a positive attitude towards something (Laros, 2006). 

 

H4: Small businesses are sceptical and reluctant when it comes to collaboration since 

it could bring conflict between them as the changes could bring negative implications 

(Morrissey & Pittaway, 2004). Anger is an emotion that occurs when an individual feels 

that there is someone else to blame (in this particular case, the businesses they cooperate 

with) (Laros, 2006). 

 

  

4.3 Descriptive statistics 

  

In the four tables below, descriptive statistics containing means, standard deviation, 

range and minimum/maximum values. This was done in order to give the readers an 

overview of the data. 
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Adaptive planning 

 

 

Table 1 

  

The highest value was for C2 (contented) scoring 3,83 and the lowest value was for 

SH3 (ashamed). H1, H4, H6 and H7 also scored above average, showing the possible 

presence of of the emotion of Happiness (reliability for variables H1-H7 is 0,82) 
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External Expertise 

 

 

Table 2 

 

The highest rated emotions experienced when accessing external expertise as seen from 

the table is S2 (helpless) and A5 (discontented). F2 and F5 are the two emotions derived 

from the basic emotion of fear that scored above average, while the other three are just 

below average. This shows that while the basic emotion of fear is experienced, it is not 

as significant as A3 and A5 derived from anger or S2 derived from sadness. The lowest 

values can be observed for all emotions derived from shame as it is an unrelated 

emotion. C1 and C2 derived from contentment are also rated low, suggesting that 

contented business owners could be less prone to access external expertise. 

  

High standard deviation can be attributed to respondents not reading the question 

carefully enough. Even though the question reads ‘’what emotion would make you use 

external expertise, a small number rated positive emotions highly and negative 

emotions low, answering ‘’how would external expertise make you feel’’. This had a 
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small effect on the figures presented, but would not change the results of most and least 

experienced emotions. 

  

Supplier evaluation 

 

 

Table 3 

 

All emotions derived from happiness were rated above average and the highest rated 

was H3 (joyful) with the value of 3,79. Anger, fear, sadness and shame all scored very 

low. This shows that the basic emotion of happiness is present in many different 

nuances if there is a similarity in attitude between the supplier and the small business. 
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Purchasing consortia 

 

 

Table 4 

 

All emotions derived from happiness were rated above average and the highest rated 

was H3 (joyful) with the value of 3,79. Anger, fear, sadness and shame all scored very 

low. This shows that the basic emotion of happiness is present in many different 

nuances if there is a similarity in attitude between the supplier and the small business. 

  

4.4 Hypothesis testing 

  

In order to test the four hypotheses, regression analysis was conducted for each. For a 

hypothesis to be supported, two values are taken into consideration:  

If all of the derived emotions have a p value that is above 0.05, the hypothesis will be 

rejected as it would mean that there is a high probability of the findings being a result 

of chance.  
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Hypothesis 1 

  

 

Dependent variable: Adaptive planning 

  

The first hypothesis, The emotion of contentment positively relates to adaptive planning 

in small businesses will be rejected despite good p and Beta values. The low Cronbach’s 

alpha value suggested that the variables used did not measure the concept reliably.  

  

Hypothesis 2 

  

 

Dependent variable: External Expertise 

 

The second hypothesis, The emotion of fear positively relates to the usage of external 

expertise is supported, as one derived emotion (F1) has a beta value of 0.48 and a p 

value of  0.029 which is well within the accepted limit. 
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Hypothesis 3 

  

 

Dependent variable: Buyer-Supplier similarity 

  

The third hypothesis, The emotion of happiness positively relates to similarity in 

attitude between the buyer and supplier will also be supported, H1 having a beta value 

of 0.73 and a p value close to 0. 

  

Hypothesis 4 

  

 

Dependent variable: Purchasing consortia 

  

The fourth hypothesis, The emotion of anger negatively relates to purchasing consortia 

will be rejected, as all of the p values are over the acceptable limit. 
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5 Discussion & Future Research 
This chapter discusses the analysis made in the report. Together with the discussion of 

analysis, practical and theoritical contribution are going to be tackled and comments 

on future research are given.  

 

As seen from the table below, two hypotheses were supported and two were rejected: 

 

Contentment positively relates to adaptive planning Rejected 

Fear positively relates to accessing external expertise Supported 

Happiness positively relates to similarity between buyer and supplier Supported 

Anger negatively relates to purchasing consortia Rejected 

  

 

Even though only two of the four hypotheses was supported, the study succeeded in 

showcasing what basic and derived emotions are commonly present in small 

businesses’ purchasing processes. Having accepted the knowledge that emotions play 

a significant role in decision making, this study builds on this foundation by showing 

concrete and quantifiable data on which emotions are felt.  

 

Although the first hypothesis was rejected due to reliability issues, the high rating of 

emotions derived from contentment and the beta and p values of C2 shows that the 

results are still in line with what previous theory suggests and by improving the research 

model, this could be further tested. Emotions derived from happiness also scored high 

and Cronbach’s alpha was also over the acceptable limit for this variable. 

 

Fear (more specifically nervousness) was shown to be related to accessing external 

expertise, meaning that the more nervous a business owner feels, the more likely it will 

be that they would ask for another opinion. This is in line with previous studies that 

claim business owners to be most likely self taught, bringing decisions closer to them 

as individuals, therefore having to take full responsibility (Ellegaard, 2006). Due to the 

pressure of responsibility, business owners can seek to confirm their assumptions by 

asking a third party or completely put the responsibility of purchasing on an external 

actor. Fear is a negative emotion related to uncertainty (Laros, 2006) and small business 
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owners try to reduce this emotion by strengthening their decision making through 

external expertise. Other highly rated emotions were anger and sadness which could be 

tested in further research. 

  

Happiness was also shown to be involved when the attitude of the supplier is similar to 

the small business. If the small business is pleased (H1), it suggests the likelihood of a 

positive evaluation and the relationship overall could be more successful. Previous 

studies showcase the different needs and points of view that should be addressed to 

please the small business owner. Happiness is a strong and active emotion (Laros, 2006) 

and its presence could be beneficial for both parties. As stated by Culkin & Smith 

(2000), financial aspects are less relevant for the self-fulfilment of small business 

owners. Many are in a happy relationship with their supplier despite the fact that the 

economic exchange is not on the side of the small business. Contentment was also rated 

highly, as it is a similar emotion to happiness, but more passive (Laros, 2006) 

  

Despite previous research suggesting that small businesses are reluctant when it comes 

to forming a purchasing consortia, the hypothesis negatively relating it to anger was 

rejected. This emotion was chosen as it is a negative emotion that could be related to 

attitudes of small businesses taken from previous theories, for example Andersen & 

Kumarl (2006) stating that tension is likely to occur as they would see each other as 

disruptive. By looking at the descriptive statistics (see Table 4) it can be seen that 

emotions derived from happiness were rated somewhat higher than emotions derived 

from anger. Even though some authors still argue that the more intense the negative 

emotions are the less likely it is that small businesses would engage in consortia, this 

supports the research of Quayle (2002), who claims that purchasing consortia is widely 

considered by 74% of his sample. Emotions derived from happiness were rated the 

highest, although the means were still below the neutral point. 

 

Over all to answer the research question and to bring up the purpose of this study, the 

basic emotions felt in the purchasing processes are Happiness in Adaptive Planning, 

Fear, Sadness and Anger in External Expertise, Happiness and Contentment in Supplier 

Evaluation and Hapiness is felt in purchasing consortia. 
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5.1 Theoritical Contribution 

The research provides valuble knowledge about emotions considering that these are 

also important factors just as facts, when it comes to purchasing decision (Hill, 2008). 

Emerald publishing (2016) mentioned that researchers have to consider that emotions 

do exist and are essential in the connections created through customer relationships. As 

The topic of emotion in a B2B environment is limited considering that emotions are 

difficult to measure (Hill, 2007) and the process of B2B is generalized acrossed its sub-

group. This paper answer the call for closing the gap and a start of discussion about the 

role of emotion in B2B. The findings gathered in this research showed the existing 

correlation of emotion and purchasing process and the fact that emotions are present in 

this area. The answers from the surveys showed that there are emotions purchasing 

process and it can change depending on the what the buyers are exposed to. Also, by 

showcasing the highest rated emotions in the descriptive statistics, we give suggestions 

on emotions that should be researched next. 

Unforunately, the results are not generalizable due to the low response rate but despite 

the compromise of the generalization, this research would still provide valuable 

information that could be further tested by academics (Greener, 2008). Due to the fact 

that the measurements used to gather data from the informants are reliable with high 

Chrombach’s alpha values, the survey is seen to be reliable and with small 

improvements, it could be used in future research.  

5.2 Practical Contribution 

 

For the business practitioners working within B2B- wheter it is small or large 

companies, this paper could contribute in the field by givin an input on how and what 

the role of emotions are in businesses. Knowing the emotion plays a role even in the 

B2B environment is beneficial. As mentioned before, academics sees the importance 

of tackling emotion in business since it is a strong influence to human behaviour 

(Ellegaard, 2006; Andersen & Kumar1, 2006). This sudden change in emotion could 

come in contact with behavior and decision of a person, in which we  which is why it 

is important for supplying companies to also look at the other aspects of decision 

making not just the buyer’s rationality (Ellegaard, 2006). As emotions are associated 
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with behavior, this could lead to different implications in understanding the buyer-seller 

relationship (Ellegaard, 2006; Andersen & Kumar1, 2006). This means that tackling 

emotions through understanding and explaining its role in purchasing processes would 

benefit the relationship between the buyer and seller, pointing out to not just sell 

objectively and rationally but also consider the emotional reactions behind every 

process. This research gives imput on the role of emotions within small business 

purchasing as this would benefit supplying companies in the future by the means of 

knowing what emotions are to adress and what to avoid in purchasing processes. 

 

5.3 Future Research 

 

Compare to other purchasing and small business reports that were deducted, the sample 

of this research is narrow realizing that it could not be generalize. Althoug this report 

itself be more elaborated and later on used for further research about the topic. This 

research has only scraped the surface of this topic and the results could be further tested 

on a larger sample to ensure generalizability. This method could also be applied to more 

processes within purchasing activities, but other processes as well such as organization, 

management or other areas where emotions could influence interaction. The research’s 

topic and the research question behind it were made to provide descriptive information 

about the role of emotion in B2B. This is sought to be important due to the fact that 

academics understand that emotions are part of decision making process behavior 

(Ellegaard, 2006; Andersen & Kumar1, 2006). As belived, that further work in the area 

would be beneficial for practisioners such as marketeers and salespeople considering 

that they could get a different perspective and better understanding of the buyer when 

targeting a small business.  

By showing what emotions are actually present in these scenarios, it also makes it much 

easier to relate previous theories about emotions to small businesses and could possibly 

inspire other researchers to get involved in the topic of emotions in B2B. 
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Appendix 1 
 

 

Cover Letter 

 

 

Hej! 

 

Vi heter Ranjana Salgado Catindig, 22, och Zoltan Kis, 23, och vi studerar 

“Internationell Marknadsföring och Försäljning” på Linneuniversitet, Växjö. Just nu 

håller vi på att skriva vår slutuppsats som kommer handla om känslor i inköpsprocessen 

hos småföretag. Vi undrar om ni vill delta i vår undersökning som kommer bli en del av 

vårt examensarbete vid Ekonomihögskolan-Linnéuniversitetet. 

 

Uppsatsen vi skriver om vill förklara känslorna som upplevs under inköpsprocessen i en 

mindre verksamhet. Alla svar kommer vara anonyma dvs. inga namn på personer eller 

företagen kommer nämnas i rapporten.  

 

Som ett tack kommer ni få resultatet av vårt arbete! 

Ni kan gärna få ett telefonnummer från oss ifall ni har några frågor eller funderingar: 

Ranjana- 0739860167 

 

Vi tackar så mycket för er tid och vi önskar er en trevlig fortsättning på dagen. 

 

Med mycket vänliga hälsningar, 

 

 

 

Ranjana     Zoltan 
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Appendix 2 
 

Quantitative Survey 

 

 

 

Vi har konstruerat vår enkät där ni kan visa hur stark ni känner för varje känsla med 

hjälp av en skala (1-5). 1- står för “jag känner inte känslan alls” till 5- som står för “jag 

känner känslan mycket starkt”. 3- är neutral svar om ni inte kan relatera till det angivna 

påståendet. Vi kommer ge olika påståenden om känslor och inköpsprocessen och vi ber 

er att svara så ärligt som ni kan. Vi vill gärna att ni, som kommer att svara på enkäten, 

är den som arbetar med inköp eller har del av beslutfattningen i företaget, då är 

påståenden i enkäten gjorda för just personer med dessa roller företaget.  

 

Kryssa den rutan som ni tycker att ni relaterar bäst till. Skugga hela rutan om ni vill 

ändra på svaret och sedan kryssa ett nytt svar. 

 
 

Yrkesroll: 

 

 
 

Företagsindustri/bransch: 

 

 
 

Mitt mål med företaget: 

Vinst   _  

Intresse _ 

Självständighet _ 

Annat  
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Del 

1 

Inköpsplanering *med kortsiktigt menar vi att planeringen görs med 

kort varsel och inte så långt fram i framtiden. 

  
Jag gör en långsiktigt 

planering inför mina 

inköp 

Jag gör kortsiktiga* 

planer inför mina inköp 

 

1.  Hur planerar jag inför 

mina inköp? 

  

 

 

Del 

1. 2.  

Hur känner jag 

angående min 

inköpsplanering 

Jag känner 

inte känslan 

alls 

Jag känner 

inte 

känslan 

Jag är 

neutral 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

Jag känner 

känslan 

starkt 

 Arg 1 2 3 4 5 

 Avundsjuk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Belåten 1 2 3 4 5 

 Deprimerad  1 2 3 4 5 

 Entusiastisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Frustrerad  1 2 3 4 5 

 Fredlig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Förödmjukad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Glad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Generad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Hjälplös 1 2 3 4 5 

 Hoppfull 1 2 3 4 5 

  Irriterad 1 2 3 4 5 

  Ledsen 1 2 3 4 5 

 Lycklig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Lättnad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Missnöjd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Nervös  1 2 3 4 5 

 Nöjd 1 2 3 4 5 

 Optimistisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Orolig  1 2 3 4 5 

 Panik  1 2 3 4 5 

 Rädd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Skamsen  1 2 3 4 5 

 Skyldig 1 2 3 4 5 
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 Stolt 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stressad   1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Del 

2 

Extern Expertis Extern* expertis 

-personer eller partier som inte är en 

del av ditt företag till exempel, familj, 

vänner eller konsult. 
  

Ja Nej 

1 Har du någon gång bett om råd om 

inköpsplanering från externa* 

personer/ partier? 

  

2 Har du någon gång bett om råd inför 

ett köp från externa* personer/ partier? 

  

3 Skulle du be om råd för någonting 

annat? 

  

4 Om ja, för vad skulle du be om råd? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Tänk dig att du ska be om 

råd för inköpsplanering 

eller inköpsprocess* från 

externa partier: 

Inköpsprocess*- helheten av inköpet, från planering 

till val av leverantör till transaktion och utvärdering 

Del 

2 

 

 

Vilka känslor skulle få dig 

att använda externa* 

expertis? 

Jag känner 

inte känslan 

alls 

Jag 

känner 

inte 

känslan 

Jag är 

neutral 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

starkt 

 Arg 1 2 3 4 5 

 Avundsjuk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Belåten 1 2 3 4 5 

 Deprimerad  1 2 3 4 5 
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 Entusiastisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Frustrerad  1 2 3 4 5 

 Fredlig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Förödmjukad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Glad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Generad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Hjälplös               1 2 3 4 5 

 Hoppfull 1 2 3 4 5 

  Irriterad 1 2 3 4 5 

  Ledsen               1 2 3 4 5 

 Lycklig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Lättnad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Missnöjd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Nervös  1 2 3 4 5 

 Nöjd 1 2 3 4 5 

 Optimistisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Orolig  1 2 3 4 5 

 Panik  1 2 3 4 5 

 Rädd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Skamsen  1 2 3 4 5 

 Skyldig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stolt 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stressad   1 2 3 4 5 

 

Del 

3 

Utvärdering av 

leverantör  

1. 

Vilken/ Vilka känslor 

känner jag när min 

leverantör och jag har 

liknande attityd och 

värderingar 

Jag känner 

inte känslan 

alls 

Jag 

känner 

inte 

känslan 

Jag är 

neutral 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

starkt 

 Arg 1 2 3 4 5 

 Avundsjuk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Belåten 1 2 3 4 5 

 Deprimerad  1 2 3 4 5 

 Entusiastisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Frustrerad  1 2 3 4 5 
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 Fredlig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Förödmjukad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Glad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Generad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Hjälplös               1 2 3 4 5 

 Hoppfull 1 2 3 4 5 

  Irriterad 1 2 3 4 5 

  Ledsen               1 2 3 4 5 

 Lycklig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Lättnad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Missnöjd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Nervös  1 2 3 4 5 

 Nöjd 1 2 3 4 5 

 Optimistisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Orolig  1 2 3 4 5 

 Panik  1 2 3 4 5 

 Rädd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Skamsen  1 2 3 4 5 

 Skyldig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stolt 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stressad   1 2 3 4 5 

 

Del 

3 

 
Ja Vet ej Nej 

2 Tycker du att stora leverantörer lägger 

tillräckligt fokus på dina behov ? 

   

  
Ja, 

formellt 

Ja, 

informellt 

Nej 

3 Gör du leverantörsutvärdering?  
   

 

Del 

4 

Samordning och 

Samarbete  

1. 

Hur skulle jag känna för 

tanken om samarbete/ 

samordning av inköp 

med andra verksamhet 

Jag känner 

inte känslan 

alls 

Jag 

känner 

inte 

känslan 

Jag är 

neutral 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

Jag 

känner 

känslan 

starkt 

 Arg 1 2 3 4 5 
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 Avundsjuk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Belåten 1 2 3 4 5 

 Deprimerad  1 2 3 4 5 

 Entusiastisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Frustrerad  1 2 3 4 5 

 Fredlig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Förödmjukad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Glad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Generad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Hjälplös               1 2 3 4 5 

 Hoppfull 1 2 3 4 5 

  Irriterad 1 2 3 4 5 

  Ledsen               1 2 3 4 5 

 Lycklig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Lättnad 1 2 3 4 5 

 Missnöjd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Nervös  1 2 3 4 5 

 Nöjd 1 2 3 4 5 

 Optimistisk 1 2 3 4 5 

 Orolig  1 2 3 4 5 

 Panik  1 2 3 4 5 

 Rädd   1 2 3 4 5 

 Skamsen  1 2 3 4 5 

 Skyldig 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stolt 1 2 3 4 5 

 Stressad   1 2 3 4 5 

 

Del 4 

 

 
Ja Nej 

2 Brukar du samordna dina inköp med andra verksamhet? 
  

3 Har du någon gång samordnat ett inköp med andra verksamhet? 
  

 

Kommentar: 
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Tack för att ni deltog i vår undersökning! Var vänlig och lägg svaret i kuvertet som kom 

med enkäten och vi ser fram emot era svar. Hoppas ni ser fram emot vår resultat som vi 

kommer skicka till er också. 

 

Med vänliga hälsningar  

Ranjana och Zoltan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 3 
 

Qualitative Semi-Structured Interview for Pilot Study 

  

Interviewer 

Informant 

 

Kan du berätta lite kort om din verksamhet, uhm, till exempel hur många anställda ni 

har, uhm, huvudaktiviteter som, som ni har? 

  

Uhm - Tre heltidsanställda och sen extrapersonal. (inaudible) säsonger med 

däckförsäljning då. Och däcken är ju huvudsakliga ämnet. Ja. 

  

Vem är det som fattar beslut i verksamheten? 

  

Jag. 

  

Det är bara du. 

  

Aa. 

  

Brukar du prata med de andra anställda ifall det är- 

  

Japp, japp, gå igenom situationer där man kanske har tänkt fel eller nånting sånt eller 

(inaudible) annat. 

  

Mhm 

  

Det är bra att gå igenom det med de först också för de blir… lättsammare… tycker de 

det är roligt också så att… ja alltid. 

  

Speciellt när det gäller inköp av material, vem är det som bestämmer? 

  

Jo, då är vi… alla tre.  

  

Alla tre? 
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Aa. Jag köp… står för ansvaret för däcken och Magnus då för inköp av alla maskiner 

och... material och sånt där och Markus gör alla tillbehör och sånt så att vi har 

strukturerat med var sin grupp så att han känner sig ansvarig för en del och… han är 

ansvarig för en del och... Det tycker jag att det fungerar bra så att… alla får känna sitt 

ansvar. 

  

Och, kan du berätta lite mer om, om själva inköpsprocessen? 

  

O den är jobbig… Hahaha… Mycket förhandlingar med olika leverantörer 

  

Men huvudsaken som du sa är däck, så om vi tänker på inköp av däck, uhm, vad är 

viktigast att tänka på när ni handlar däck? 

  

Ja, det viktigast är alltid priset och leveransen…(Mhm)... Så att… mycket beror kanske 

på att vi handlar både i Sverige och nere Europa då… Så att det blir ju… Och sen kan 

du räkna i Sverige, vad fan, ska räkna pris, och sen bonusar och rabatter och sen så… 

räkna kontra mot en valuta, och det… och det är alltid priset då i sista änden som… som 

står för den viktigaste biten då. Och sen leverans då. 

  

Kan du berätta lite om era leverantörer? Hur många leverantörer brukar ni samarbeta 

med? 

  

Uh, samarbeta med däck så samarbetar vi med kanske tio leverantörer 

  

Tio leverantörer? (Ja) Brukar det va samma tio eller...går ni efter någonting speciellt 

ifall...någon har en rabatt eller…? 

  

Vi går efter priset och sen vissa leverantörer har olika varumärken då. Och sen kanske 

kan finnas då fyra leverantörer har samma varumärke då… (mhm)... Och då börjar vi 

diskutera fram priser och rabatter och… det är ju mycket tid som går åt för att hantera 

leverantörer. 

  

Hur köper ni? Är det månadsvis eller när lagret tar slut eller har ni… någon form av 

bestämmelser? 

  

Uhm, Varje… Säsongbetonas däcken på vår höst, så på vintern köper jag upp alla 

sommardäcken och på sommaren köper jag alla vinterdäck då. Inte alla, men jag köper 

en stor del av beräknade försäljningen. Det är stora volymer där och sen… resten av 

perioden så går vi in bara på komplettering. 

  

Vem är det som väljer leverantörer av, av däck? 

  

Det är jag. 

  

Det är du. 

  

Ja. 
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Har ni en… leverantör som du kan säga är viktigast? (Mmmmm…) eller är alla 10 lika 

viktiga? 

  

Vi har tre leverantörer som är väldigt viktiga med däcken. Vi handlar väldigt mycket 

med de.  

  

Och… Brukar du ha mer kontakt med de förutom själva köpet? Brukar ni planera 

tillsammans eller brukar du kontakta de bara när det är dags att köpa in däck? 

  

Jag kontaktar jo de hela tiden när det är dags att köpa och de kontaktar ibland när de 

försöker sälja. När de försöker sälja så vill inte jag köpa. Bara för att få de att få de 

tvungna att lämna nån procent till eller (inaudible) få kanske ni inte får den här ordern 

nu utan ni måste ge en bättre rabatt (mhm) så att… man är kanske inte så snäll när man 

ska köpa men haha (haha).  

  

Finns det andra kriterier som är viktiga vid val av leverantör förutom priset då? 

  

Priset och leveransen och sen såååå… Servicenivån och… viktig om man säger så… 

sen är det ju de här varumärken som är viktiga för vissa. -supplier evaluation- Sen är det 

alltid kul när man har en duktig försäljare (inaudible) som är liksom lättvindig, man 

kommer och hälsar på kanske normala kläder iställer för att komma med skjorta, slips 

och attacheväska och grejer, det är  grejer vi inte tycker riktigt om, så om man kommer 

med jeans och lätt jacka så känns det mycket mer… behagligt. 

  

Blir det mer av ett personligt möte då när de (mhm) inte är så formella? 

  

Aa, det blir mer personligt och roligare också. Det blir mycket bättre stämning i det 

hela.  

  

Skulle du säga att det kan påverka hela inköpet hur… hur försäljarna är? 

  

Ja, det kan påverka ja. Det kan påverka. 

  

Har du någon sort av utvärdering av leverantörer eller kör ni bara på magkänslan? 

  

Nae, det enda vi gör är kreditupplysning på leverantörerna vettu, så att vi har en säker 

leverantör bakom det så att vi vet att det fortsätter nästa år då, så att de har råd att bygga 

upp lager och kanske har kapital som vågar släppa loss lite rabatter och så här och, 

hjälpa till vid tillfällen där det blir problem eller nåt. 

  

Har du haft någon personlig kontakt med en leverantör när det inte är just försäljning? 

Eller med försäljarna från leverantörer? 

  

Jo, det har vi haft, jo de kommer bara på besök och tar en kopp kaffe och så, prata 

lite...enkelt såhär och… nästan privata samtalsämnen och… utan diskussioner om däck, 

ja. Så det finns såna möten ibland ja, hahaha. 

  

Och hur skulle du säga att det påverkar relationen mellan dig och leverantören? 
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(long break) Det var ingen enkel fråga hur det påverkar mig, men…(break) det känns 

bra i alla fall när de inte alltid…de kommer och inte ska sälja och jobba på där, utan 

kanske bara prata om sin produkt lite enkelt och inte ligga på sälja, pressa, då tycker jag 

att det känns bra egentligen. Det är en fördel då va, att man inte känner sig pressad, för 

de försöker alltid pressa på, och när de försöker pressa på försäljningen då man nästan 

drar sig tillbaka, det blir ännu svårare för de att få sålt nånting så att… så det är bra med 

en enkel… ibland vill man inte köpa från dem längre.. om de är alltid så pushiga. 

  

Skulle det påverka valet av leverantör också? Om det finns någon försäljare som är 

väldigt pushig och vill alltid pressa och sälja och sälja, och sen finns det nån som visar 

sitt erbjudande och… 

  

Då vill man gärna dra sig tillbaka, även om de har bättre pris, bättre rabatter, så att man 

drar sig tillbaka i alla fall, bara på grund av hans… pressa på då vill man runka tillbaka 

lite grann.  

  

Planerar ni strategiskt inför inköpet? 

  

Vi går igenom alla produkter, alla dimensioner, allt vi ska köpa. Då sitter vi två stycken 

och går igenom. Då sitter jag och gör mitt och han sitter och gör sitt. Och sen jämför vi 

hans inköp och så jämför vi med mina inköp så att det hamnar vid rätt nivå så att ifall 

jag missar nåt inköp eller han missar nåt eller... genom att jag lägger in fler artiklar... 

jämför vi så blir det rätt inköp och vi lägger ner mycket tid på då. 

  

Har ni nån form av plan B ifall nån leverantör kan inte ge er de produkterna ni behöver 

eller det priset ni vill ha? 

  

Säkert att vi har plan B ja, det är bra att ha. Plan B kan oftast va att det blir en mycket 

sämre pris då. Sen gäller det att få tag på en produkt också och det kan va svårt att 

blanda det, men… plan B är bra att ha även om produkten är dyrare så… det är bra att 

ha en service att kunna erbjuda produkten i alla fall. Så att… då får man ta det som typ 

reklampengar eller marknadsföringspengar de förlusten.. Och… försöka få ihop 

alltihopa. -Strategic planning not adaptive-  

  

Vad skulle du säga viktigaste fördelen är just för dig genom att driva företag? 

  

Driva företag? 

  

Jag menar driva eget företag jämfört med att vara en vanlig anställd. 

  

Hmmm… Det roligaste är beslutsfattningen. Beslutsfattningen är den absolut 

häft...roligaste känslan som finns. 

  

Att du har mer självständighet? 

  

Ja, det är jag som fattar alla beslut, jag får ta ansvar för alla beslut och ideer så att… jag 

kan inte skylla på någon annan så att… det är väl egentligen det roligaste. Och 

se…(break)...Ja…(break)... Det är gott att känna ansvar i det. Det är samma som i 

företaget att ha ansvarsområde i olika delar, olika produkter och så… Det är han, han få 
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ta ansvar där. Där har jag inte nånting att göra, jag bara (inaudible) att betala och sen får 

han göra som han vill. Så att… det är bra om andra, övriga personalen tar ett 

ansvarsområde. 

  

Och jämfört med just ekonomiska delarna, hur viktigt är personliga delen?Att du har 

ditt eget företag och känslan att vara inblandad jämfört med just ekonomiska delen, att 

man tar ansvar. 

  

Första 20 år var tuffa. Ekonomiskt då. Och sen så… Vad ska jag säga… man… (long 

break). Man tycker att det är roligt så att man..liksom… jag vet inte hur det är när man 

blir pensionär för jag vet inte riktigt om man kan bli pensionär för man har aldrig stått 

och jobbat hahaha, för att liksom, glädjen finns i själva jobbet man gjorde, man är… gift 

med jobbet på något vis… så att en känsla där som… att jobbet är besvärligt ibland så 

att… de dagarna tycker man kanske att det är gott att bara gå hem hahaha. Men… Nästa 

gång så går det bra så att det är… roligt. Så man får det mesta glädje av. 

  

Tror du att personligheten och dina privata känslor påverkar sättet som företaget drivs 

på? 

  

Ja. Absolut. 100% 

  

Kan du utveckla lite mer? 

  

Ja, då måste jag ha en känsla för jobbet och njuta liksom och...känna positivt till livet, 

annars tappar man den hårda kontakten med personalen, skämtarna… med kunder… 

skrattarna, Liksom du får ha ett leende, det är bra att ha ett leende hemifrån att man 

känner tryggheten och livet leker och må bra. Och för personal och kunder även mot 

leverantörer, allting så… är du lättsam mot en kund är det lätt att sälja till kunden, är du 

lättsam mot en leverantör är det lättare att få bättre villkor med leverantören så att… 

påverkas väldigt mycket. Väldigt väldigt viktigt är det. 

  

Skulle du säga att du har haft ett intresse för det när du började din verksamhet?  

  

Ja. 

  

Så det var personligt för dig att du har valt just däck? 

  

Ja, det var väl egentligen att den har med bilar att göra så att… det var intresset man 

hade när man var ung så att… det var roligt då och det är roligt fortfarande hahaha. 

  

END 


